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Sand Refutes Charges Leading to Suspension

Former assistant basketball coach Bobby Sand, suspended last week as a result of the disclosures of the Board of Higher Education, has announced that he will fight the charges filed by the BHE and will seek a subsequent suspension. The article states that Sand, who had been on the faculty since 1951, was notified of the charges on November 22.

Girl Dismissed for Laxity Says Rules Stymie Defense

By Gerry Reice

Contending that College regulations offer her no means of defending herself from charges, Judith Feinstein, former member of the BHE's basketball team, has announced that she will not attend the trial on charges of cheating.

Hassman Denies Bribe Charge; Attempt Unknown By DA Probe

Leonard Hassman, a member of the College's basketball team, has denied that he attempted to bribe Paul Schirmer, a former member of the team.

BHE Allows Chenetz To Play, Bragen, Smith Also Cleared

At least one happy note was to be found in the BHE investigation. The three former members of the basketball team were vindicated of any complicity in the affair. The investigation is ongoing.
objectivity

The Board of Higher Education established a committee on basketball violations to meet on Tuesday, December 16, with representatives of the University Athletic Department, the State University Athletic Department, and the City University Athletic Department. The purpose of the meeting was to consider the problem of basketball violations and to make recommendations for the prevention of such violations.

The committee identified several areas where improvements could be made, including the need for more consistent enforcement of rules and regulations, better communication between coaches and officials, and increased education for players and officials.

The committee also recommended several specific actions, including the establishment of a hotline for reporting violations, the development of a database of past violations, and the appointment of a full-time investigator to handle complaints.

The committee's report will be presented to the Board of Higher Education at its next meeting, scheduled for January 5, 1953.

Uptown House Closes

Building for Repairs

By Murry Budapest

The Uptown Center Planning Panel has temporarily closed the building for repairs. The building was recently purchased by House Plaza and will undergo extensive renovations. The renovation of the building is expected to begin within the next few weeks.

Junior Class Signs Stevens

Larry Stevens, a junior, signed his letter of intent to play basketball for the University of Arizona. Stevens is expected to make a significant contribution to the team and has already shown great potential in his high school career.

Revenue of School Dance To Aid Injured Athletes

The first School-Wide Dance Dance, which was held last weekend, has raised $2,000 for the benefit of injured athletes. The proceeds will be used to cover the medical bills of athletes who have sustained injuries during the year.

Ex-Cager Deseribes Sand Tour In Brazil

"If there was anybody in a position to make money, it was me," said former University basketball player, Sand. "That was the way. By Larry, former member of the College basketball team, we found out the truth about the three men currently under fire by the Board of Directors of Student Houses Incorporated.

"Conspiracy..."

"The Board of Directors of Student Houses Incorporated, in an attempt to cover up their financial scandal, has been using $500,000 of school funds to cover up their financial scandal. They have been using the money to pay off the gambling debts of the three men under fire by the Board of Directors of Student Houses Incorporated.
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AMERICAN CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, and sex in programs and activities that receive Federal financial assistance. The Act also outlaws segregation in public accommodations, public education, voting, and jury service.

You can help end discrimination by supporting organizations that work to promote equal rights and opportunities for all people.

For a complete list of organizations and their goals, visit americancivilrightsact.org.
Five to Open Season
In Stein Fund Benefit

Getting an opportunity to show its wares for the first time under fire, the current basketball squad will open its season under the tutelage of the new coach, Dave Polansky, Saturday night against Hunter at the Main Gym, for the benefit of the Board. The event will also feature the rival schools’ freshman fives in the initial game beginning at 7.

Since this is only Hunter’s introductory season, everything will be fresh, and the game figures to be one of the few breathers on City’s schedule, if the two other teams are definitely expected to start against Hunter are Captain Jerry Donohue, Steve Banis, and Howie Buss. The two remaining starters will be filled by the remaining seven members of Polansky’s seven-man nucleus. This quartet includes Marty Gurkin, Jerry Gold, Charlie Rowe and Jack Chudnow.

By starting Gurkin along with Buss and Banis, Polansky would be fielding a comparatively strong team, one that would be able to field a comparatively strong team, one that would have a chance to have them in top physical condition.

"This quartet includes Marty Gurkin, Dave Pofansky, Howie Buss, and Jack Chudnow. A pair of state’s three minutes, an athletic and Altschiler and Etc. -- the two remaining starting berth will be filled by the remaining seven members of Polansky’s seven-man nucleus. This quartet includes Marty Gurkin, Jerry Gold, Charlie Rowe and Jack Chudnow.

"Secondly," Sand continued, "there wasn’t enough about the letter. I was aware people knew about it. I couldn’t produce it for the investigatory action. For the simple reason that there was no letter. I had it and I’ve told him about it. And I’m willing to do the same for you. I’ve had the chance to ask him to get on to the more important topics he had in mind.

"And you’ve also got to remember that the trip was never made. No money was ever paid. Signing the affidavit didn’t constitute a contract, because the primary purpose of the letter was to blacken the name of the trip would be made.

"Still another point: I want to emphasize that the letter is not one of personal advancement. It wasn’t like getting a lot of money, or having a contract to get money. The affair was written out of deep gratitude to the players who wanted to make the trip. I knew that the players didn’t want any money.

"Another thing, Why wasn’t there a letter written out for the players? The reason was that Sand never wanted to make the trip. I knew that the players didn’t want any money. The affair was written out of deep gratitude to the players who wanted to make the trip.

"Another thing, Why wasn’t there a letter written out for the players? The reason was that Sand never wanted to make the trip. I knew that the players didn’t want any money. The affair was written out of deep gratitude to the players who wanted to make the trip.

And secondly, it was a mistake, but at the time it seemed the only way to get the fellows to make the trip. The affair was written out of deep gratitude to the players who wanted to make the trip.

And secondly, it was a mistake, but at the time it seemed the only way to get the fellows to make the trip.